Highly efficient lentiviral transduction of phenotypically and genotypically characterized endothelial progenitor cells from adult peripheral blood.
Postnatal vasculogenesis has been implicated as an important mechanism for neovascularization via bone marrow-derived endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs) circulating in peripheral blood. In preparation of the utilization of EPCs in clinical protocols, we have generated blood-derived EPCs according to two established protocols by culturing either nonadherent mononuclear cells on fibronectin or adherent mononuclear cells on collagen. To explore the feasibility of these EPCs for their potential clinical use as target cells for genetic transduction to enhance their thromboresistance, newly designed retroviral and lentiviral gene ontology expression vectors were tested. Whereas cell clusters derived from the nonadherent cells demonstrated an only limited proliferative potential, cell colonies derived from collagen-adherent cells expanded more than a million-fold. Characterization of the exponentially growing cells by surface antigen and gene expression profiling revealed a consistently strong expression of characteristic endothelial markers, whereas expression of leukocyte markers was gradually lost. Using a single-step transduction protocol, we were able to achieve gene transfer efficiency of up to 99%. Our results suggest that the generated blood-derived EPC population might be attractive target cells for tissue engineering and gene therapy protocols due to their well defined phenotype, extensive proliferative potential, and efficient genetic transducibility, three important qualities that need to be defined prior to any clinical use.